The Editorial Board of The Journal of Antibiotics has given the 2018 JA Ōmura Award for a review article to an outstanding review paper entitled "The antibiotic resistance crisis, with a focus on the United States" by Evan Martens and Arnold L Demain [2] . Antibiotic resistance drives the need for new drugs and this review accurately captures the challenges and up-to-date practices currently being employed to tackle the crisis. Reasons for antibiotic resistance and their rapid global spread are discussed, with the large-scale use of antibiotics for growth promotion in intensive farming and the unchecked availability of antibiotics in some developing nations noted as areas for significant concern. The antibiotic resistance crisis is compounded by a drop off in the discovery and development of new antibacterial agents active against these resistant pathogens. This review describes the contribution of mergers in the pharmaceutical industry, low commercial return on investment for new antibiotics compared with other drug classes with longer treatment times, and the need for government support to maintain the antibacterial pipeline.
Potential scientific strategies to overcome the crisis are examined including new ways of modifying old antibiotics, combining antibiotics, adding adjuvant agents that target resistance mechanisms, new approaches to natural product drug discovery including genome mining of unculturable bacteria, and the use of biological agents such as phage lysins and antibody therapeutics.
The review is timely and the trends examined have been reinforced since its publication, in particular the financial struggle companies face to develop and commercialize novel antibacterial agents.
